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 - 

React - TypeScript - zod - Jest - ChakraUI - Google Cloud - Azure - MySQL - Prisma - Knex - monorepo

Planned the implementation of new core features end-to-end, and led the team until it was delivered

Improved the productivity of code reviews by adding PR previews, better PR rules, and improving the linting

process to catch more issues beforehand

Increased the agility of the team by driving the discussions to a result and improving knowledge distribution.

Reported, prioritized, and solved big tech-debts

Implemented OpenAPI spec generation using Zod on the backend

 - 

React - Next.js - TypeScript - GraphQL - Playwright - Material UI - Canvas API -  ProseMirror - OpenAI API - dnd kit -

Framer Motion - monorepo

Worked on the two open-source monorepos called Block Protocol and HASH. 

Implemented some core features of HASH, including nested JSON schema entity editor using a custom

canvas-based data-grid

Extended glide-data-grid with new features (e.g. interactive canvas cells)

Created multiple block-protocol components (e.g. Kanban Board, with advanced debounce queuing)

 - 

React - Next.js - TypeScript - GraphQL - Contentful - Storybook - SWR - Sentry

Developed multiple core features end-to-end for the GoodTrust project like Singing Portraits & Medical

Directive, which has more than 100k users.

Refactored some of the codebase to improve maintainability, and keep up with the best coding practices. 

Wrote articles on software development to increase brand awareness. 

 - 

React Native- TypeScript - Redux - RTK - Storybook - SWR - Reanimated

Developed a podcast listening app empowered with social features. Personally developed some core

features like messaging, reels, comments, custom Instagram story builder

Contributed to design with UI-UX suggestions.

Implemented smooth animations & interactions using Reanimated

 - 

React - Redux - Next.js - Express - Sass - Cypress - React Hook Form - Lokalise - NextSEO - Jenkins - Zeplin - Gitlab

Developed la3eb.com in 2 months with a team of 3 people. Including developing an unit-tested UI library. 

Led a frontend team of 5 people for 4 months on a food-ordering platform (Provided them with sprint

planning, knowledge distribution, communication between teams, worked closely with PMs & designers)

Fullstack Developer Sep 2023 Current

Retorio

Senior Frontend Developer Aug 2022 June 2023

HASH

Frontend Developer Nov 2021 Aug 2022

Cleevio

Frontend Developer Mar 2021 Nov 2021

Modus Create

Frontend Developer May 2020 Mar 2021

Lean Scale
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 - 

React - React Native - MobX - Ant Design - Less - styled-components - Firebase - Stripe - AWS - Moment.js - Expo - Zeplin

Developed the mobile application from scratch in 10 weeks. The app uses live location data which enables the

drivers to choose the delivery that suits them and follow the route optimized for delivery.

Developed dashboard for delivery tracking, billing, KPI tracking, driver management, etc.

 - 

React Native - IAP - AdMob - react-native-svg-charts - react-native-navigation

Developed an Instagram account analysis application.

Frontend Developer Jul 2019 May 2020

Metrobi

React Native Developer Apr 2018 Jul 2018

Kodnet Mobile

 - 

Participated in IEEE courses and activities.

Computer Engineering 2015 2019

Yıldız Technical University

Manchmark

React-Native - Express - Node.js - MongoDB - Mongoose - AdMob - react-native-interactable - react-native-navigation -

Postman

Manchmark is a mobile game on Google Play where players compare their skill levels with other players in 6

different mini-tests. Node.js server with MongoDB is used in the back-end to store and process user scores.

Narmoni

React Native - MobX - Firebase - Algolia - react-navigation

A shopping assistant application to compare prices between markets and optimize shopping lists to save money. 

MenuPratic

React Native - Expo - Firebase - MobX - Bitbucket Pipeline - react-navigation

A QR code menu application to give orders in restaurants. Used bitbucket pipeline to start expo builds.

Developed an Instagram-like story component for restaurant offers & announcements. Released on App Store.

Countime

React - Firebase - CircleCI

An online & shareable countdown timer. Timers are on the cloud, so you use the same timer cross-device.

Personal Portfolio

React - Next.js - Sass - Framer Motion - Vercel - Figma

My portfolio. Used Framer Motion for page transitions and Vercel for hosting. Design is made by me with Figma.
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